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Wholesale Cannibalization Analysis
A leading CPG company wanted to diagnose cannibalization hypotheses using a
data-analytics-driven approach.

BACKGROUND
An enterprise specialty beverage producer wanted to understand the relative impact and effectiveness of their
pricing and promotional strategy with their Whole and Independent Retailer distribution channels. The CPG
company believed that seasonal promotions to larger customers had a negative impact on sales to smaller,
Independent customers because these customers were purchasing product from the Wholesale customers.
The beverage producer would rather have the Independent customers, mostly made up of mom-and-pop
convenience stores, purchase directly from them instead of having their bottom line cannibalized by the
low-cost, high-volume deals in place with Wholesalers. Having good relationships in place with Wholesale
customers is high priority due to the sheer volume of business they do with the CPG firm.
The main business question the CPG company wished to answer was:
What is the overall estimated impact of the Wholesaler promotional program on Independent volume?
The company’s hypothesis was that order volumes for independent non-funded stores are negatively affected
after promotions. Management belief in this hypothesis was very strong. Management also wanted to
understand how volume changed with respect to independent stores’ proximity to large wholesale stores.
Mosaic Data Science, a leading CPG analytics consulting company, was brought into this project to provide
expertise in analyzing the firm’s data, answering the business questions, and developing actionable
recommendations to management.

EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS (EDA):
GENERAL HEALTH OF INDEPENDENT MARKET
Mosaic’s analytics consulting experts performed an EDA with an eye towards getting a sense of the general
health of the Independent market and identifying and showing any big-box promotional effects visually.
Some of the more interesting charts are shown below.
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In the above chart one can see how substantially promotions affect Wholesaler volume. Overall the weekly
order volume spike to more than 6 times higher during promotion weeks versus non-promotion weeks. The
impact on the independent channel is not so clear. At first glance, especially from the first promotion at the
end of 2014, it appears that there is a strong negative effect on volume, especially if that is what you are
looking for. However, upon a more objective viewing, the effect is not consistent and for all other promotions
is smaller than the typical week-to-week variation.

The chart above shows the independent quarterly volume broken out by profitability to the beverage producer.
There is a clear downward trend for low-value stores and slight upward trend for high-value stores. The low-value
Independent retailers being converted to higher-value Independent retailers cannot explain the decrease in volume.
Mosaic’s data science team analyzed external market data to determine that the convenience store market generally
was healthy. Store counts and total sales volumes in the market of interest were steady or increasing during this
time period. This analysis made clear that the decline in Independent channel sales for the beverage producer was
not being driven by an overall market decline.
Mosaic needed a baseline for comparison and a way to control for factors that affected the volume, including weekto-week variation, overall trend, market changes and seasonality. The data science team came up with two ways to
approach the problem.
1) Short-term effect: In the short term, low value segment volume would decrease as customers shifted to
Wholesalers during the promotions but would then recover somewhat after the promotion. The team would look
at the volume immediately before, during and just after each promotion.
2) Long-term effect: How do wholesale stores affect nearby low value segment stores’ volume in the long-term,
not just immediately after a promotion? The team hypothesized that a wholesale store would negatively impact
direct low value volume and customer count in the long-term as stores may source products from Wholesalers
instead of through the firm’s direct to independent selling program.
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SHORT-RUN EFFECTS
To quantify the short-term effects of wholesale promotions the data scientists represented the sales volume of
high and low value segments before, during, and after a promotion as a percent change from the month prior
to the promotion. In this way, they could directly compare the impacts of promotions on high- and low-volume
sales despite the wide difference in overall volumes. If high- and low-volume stores were impacted similarly by
wholesale promotions then the percent changes before, during, and after the promotions would align.

The chart above shows each channel’s average percent change from the month prior to promotion. Relatively, low
value volume decreases much more in the 1-2 weeks following the promotion. Results of this analysis were:
• Wholesale promotions do pull volume from low value independent stores:
- Primarily it is a post-promo effect
- Effect is strongest in low value independent stores
• Impact on Independents is a small fraction of Wholesale lift:
- Whole sell-in rises during promotions
- Highest estimate for drop in independent volume represents a small portion of Wholesaler lift
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LONG-RUN EFFECTS
To quantify the long-term effects of nearby wholesale stores, the team identified 10 wholesale stores that first started
carrying the CPG firm’s products in December of 2014. The team would analyze the before and after behavior of
nearby Independent accounts. The data scientists looked at the direct sales volume to nearby Independent stores
before and after these Wholesaler locations opened and compared this with the volume of Independent stores near
pre-existing Wholesale locations over the same time period. The team’s conclusions were that:
• Proximity to Wholesalers hurts low value Independent accounts:
- Wholesaler proximity decreases direct customer base
- Wholesaler proximity decreases direct volume
• High value Independent customers see no such effect:
- Slight increase in store volume after Wholesaler opening nearby

RESULTS
Initially the strongly held belief was that the wholesale promotions were leading to lost revenue from Independent
customers and that the discount program to Wholesalers should be either removed or scaled down in some way.
The analysis uncovered some opposing conclusions. The final recommendations to the beverage producer were:
• No immediate reduction on Wholesaler promotions: the volume driven through
promotions substantially exceeds losses in low value channel.
• Hyper-proactive targeting of at-risk low value and/or high-opportunity lost accounts
to high value program, especially based on Wholesaler proximity.
• Continue the Distribution focus on servicing high value segment during Wholesaler
promo periods – this provides good resilience to cross-buying effects.
An analysis of the data showed that the program should be continued, and that the CPG company should continue to acquire
high value customers from the low value group and keep customers in their high value program. Without specific data-driven
recommendations, the firm could have implemented a misguided business strategy resulting in further cannibalized sales.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Want to learn more?

Please contact info@mosaicdatascience.com
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ABOUT MOSAIC DATA SCIENCE
We provide innovative machine learning, AI and analytics consulting across organizations.
Mosaic is a leading data science consulting company focused on helping organizations build and deploy actionable
analytics solutions. Our customers are as varied as the techniques we use — some just starting their first predictive
analytics project; others with deep in-house machine learning expertise.

HOW WE WORK WITH YOU
We work in a highly collaborative partnership with our customers to ensure you get
only the best results to consistently drive business value.

MAC H IN E L E A RNI NG
We design and deploy predictive
algorithms to solve the most
challenging problems facing
businesses today

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
We bring a wealth of knowledge
on how to tune AI models to
deliver the maximum
business value

mosaicdatascience.com

BUSINESS ANALYTICS
We leverage technical expertise
and experience across a swath of
industries, bringing fresh approaches
to challenging problems

info@mosaicdatascience.com

(866) 202-8600

